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When there's an incremental
$300 billion to be earned, flaring
just doesn't stack up.

We'll capture the gas. You capture your share
of the incremental revenues we'll generate.

The US Energy Information
Administration estimates that over
1.5 billion cubic feet of gases are
vented and flared every day. And
that's an economic as well as an
environmental travesty.
Sequestering those gases can
produce over $300 billion per year
in carbon offsets, potentially at no
cost to you. Not to mention the
additional billions in annual power
generation.
Entrex Cap & Trade Company
offers a one-stop solution to this
multi-faceted problem. We offer a
capping and sequestering solution
that allows us to register and trade
the carbon offsets generated by

mitigating the venting and flaring of
the gases.
We do this on the basis of a
revenue share with you and with the
support of our sister company,
Entrex Carbon Market, LLC, who
operate the first regulatorycompliant, blockchain-enabled

marketplace to create, trade and
retire carbon offset securities and
futures. Entrex Carbon Market also
has existing relationships with many
progressive companies who are
committed to acquiring large
quantities of offsets to mitigate their
existing carbon footprint or, in some
cases, their historic carbon
generation and usage.
Call 1 877 4 ENTREX or email
info@entrexcapandtrade.com
and allow the Entrex Cap & Trade
Company help you capture a
significant stream of incremental
revenue while also gaining
recognition for helping out the
environment.
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